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Library Heads
New Institute
Improvements

New Dormitory
Senior House

Construction Started
On Gas Turbine Lab;
Towing Tank Planned

I
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CAMBRIDGE, MASS., TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1916
---------------------------

Institute to Assist
Veteran's Activities

Veterans Comprise
60%O Of Students;
One Third Married

SPECIAL ISSUE

IIEPORT

PRESIDENT COMPTON

Grades Higher Than
Averages Before War;
Men 2-4 Years Older

MI Converts
lTo Peacetime
Reduced Budget
Radiation Laboratory

In a professional school such as the
Demobilized; Institute
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Personnel Cut In Half
first consideration must be given to the
If you were to introduce yourself to a6
I.have spoken of the increase in our excellence of its education and research.
Fourteen months ago the Massaebustudent whom you chanced to meet while 1
Concentration on this prime objective walking through the Institute corridors,
educational plant through additions made
setts
Institute of Technology was a scienp
during the war. This added space has not I does not, however, diminish the impor- the probability is that he would be an I
tific arsenal, with a personnel of over
only enabled us to take care of the great I tance of providing an extracurricular undergraduate, older by two to four years I
6,000 working on instrumentalities of
increase in the student body, but at the environment conducive to the develop- than a pre-war student of the same class.
warfare and 2,000 students largely training
same time has both permitted and required ment of those student attitudes and traits He would explain to you, with courtesy I
Ifor warfare. In the period since V-J Day
a wholesale reallocation of space and of personality which are so important to a and poise born of military experience, I
lwe have returned to our normal and
renovation of equipment throughout the well-rounded, successful, and happy mem-, I that he is a veteran and that his objective
lprimary function of education. The 6,000
entire Institute plant. This general re- ber of society. Our institution needs very I here is to secure a first-class professional
employed personnel have diminished to
distribution of space - the greatest since much to give increased attention to these education as quickly as possible.
l ,000 and the student body has increased
the Institute moved from Boston to Cam- matters.
lto 5,000, the largest number of students
If you were to express an interest in his
The decision of the Corporation Execu- personal situation, you might discover
bridge- together with the acquirement
Iever enrolled at M. I. T. Fourteen months
of the new buildings, is requiring an tive and Finance committees to build a that he is one of the married veterans
lago we were spending at the rate of
expenditure of $1,750,000. While this has new dormitory is an important move in more than 3G per cent of the veterans are
l$50,000,000 a year; we have now readIjusted to a more manageable but still
been a very severe drain on the Institute's this direction. Designed by the dis- married), and that his family includes a
11Ilinflated annual expenditure of 31 1,000,000.
limited unrestricted capital resources, the tinguished Finnish architect and professor youngster. If he is one of the hundred
Executive Committee has felt the expend- at the Institute, Alvar Aalto, the new families living in Westgate, he will doubtThese figures are but ineloquent indices
iture Marranted by the gain in educational dormitory will be a senior house and will less report that his family is comfortably
of the redeployment problems which have
etfficiency thus made possible. For ex- have novel features for efficient living and housed; if he is living outside, he will
been met and, I am happy to report,
ample, had we not modernized and en- for cultural and social intercourse among report grimly and accurately on the
largely solved. The Radiation Laboratory
largea our Chemistry laboratories, at a students. As in the library, which will in desperate housing shortage, although he
has been demobilized, its staff of 3,900
lost of S400,000, we would not be able to itself multiply our opportunities for has managed to find a place to live, with
reduced to 15. Its great volume of purThree Major Trends
i-andle 900.students in each of the first student extracurricular development, we the assistance of the Institute's Housing
chase commitments, for months a matter
Assist In Development
wo undergraduate years, compared with seek in this new housing unit not to repeat Bureau.
of concern as it mounted million by
he 600 accommodated prior to the war. old forms but to move forward with new
million, is now almost completely liqaiWhether married or single, he will
The major attention given in this report dated, with a consequent reduction in
;el laboratories for Physics, Mechanical and more efficient concepts of student tell you that he is unable to keep his
Ingineering, Electrical Engineering, Aero- housing.
living expenses within the allotment he to undergraduate instruction and student liability and risk not to zero but to a
Under
the
active
chairmanship
of receives from the government and that problems does not imply any lack of point reassuringly near. Placement of
autical Engineering, and other departients similarly have enlarged our capacity Donald F. Carpenter, '22, the Corpora- he must therefore depend on savings, attention this past year to the Institute's wartime personnel has been largely
rid provided better instructional facilities. tion Committee on Student Activity has family assistance, Institute aid, or a Graduate School. Wdith 1,300 students accomplished. In fact, the demand for
studying for advanced degrees and with technical personnel has far exceeded our
R'he Charles Hayden Mfemnorial Library. considered ways in which wholesome part-time job.
very President's Report must review the recreational opportunities may be inIf you inquire about his studies, you vigorous research under way in all pro- supply. The equipment used in the great
ist year and preview plans for the im- creased in the immediate future and plans will find his attitude mature, serious, and fessional departments, the Graduate war laboratories, the value running into
ediate future. It is fortunate when the for our long-term objectives. In line with hardheaded, and his grades high. If he. School is flourishing as never before. Its many millions of dollars, the bull; running
port can also include an exciting an- the committee's recommendations we have had attended the Institute before going standards have never been higher or the into uncounted tons, has been taken ovrer
plans ready for the construction of ade- into service, his grades are higher now quality and variety of research greater.
by the Army and Navy, thus relieving the
uncrnment of a great step forward.
In relation. to the Graduae-,-9Shool, let Institute of a burden which could easily
For years a library building fully ade- quate athletic units, the most acutely- than when he was here before. You will
,ate to the needs of the Institute has needed of which is a gymnasium. I submit find, further, that he has an articulate me direct attention briefly to three major have been a great handicap to recon( top priority in our estimate of the again that an institution such as M. I. T. interest in the why anal how of the edu- trends which are beginning to play a very version. And, finally, the Institute space
3irability of new buildings. Plans have needs this type of facility even more than cational program and environment at the large role in our advanced program.
occupied by the war projects has been
The first of these is the development of largely recaptured, and the temporary
rs-been completed for a building facing does the liberal arts college and that Institute, and he might respectfully
river front between the main educa- our present facilities are woefully inade- suggest several ways in which be thinks interdepartmental Centers of Research buildings, built primarily for war work,
which co-ordinate, the co-operative activ- have been retained by the Institute to
nal buildings and WN
alker Memorial quate in spite of several "bright spots," they can be improved.
ities of various departments in certain aid uls in handling the postwar overload of
ich will admirably fill this need and and I believe that donors interested in the
Altogether you wvill gain the impression
e the form of a memorial to a dis- development of youth could find no better that he is able, personable, and sure of very important fields of overlapping istudents. With these major hurdles taken,
interest. Wihile wve call them "Centers of we are in a much better position to meet
,uished Alumnus, the late Charles opportunity to invest funds.
himself; that he has a well thought-out
In addition to better physical facilities, program for his education, is willing to Researchl" because research is their pre- the many other problems inherited from
Eden. '90.
'onstruction of this library building we need extra personnel to deal with w^ork without stint to get ahead rapidly, dominant role, they are nevertheless the *svar and inherent in the present period
been assured, I am happy to announce, student life. Dean Lobdell has called and is competent and anxious to under- destined to play a very important role in Iof readjustment.
For this rapid demobilization, credit is
a gift of $2,200,000 received from the attention with increasing frequency to the take larger tasks than a pre-war student our educational program, especially at the
senior and graduate student thesis levels. Idue many people - those who adminlisxrles Hayden Foundation through the mounting demands on the Office of the of
I equivalent scholastic age.
I
I Their influence wsill also filter back into the itered the projects and who planned for
*rosity of Rlr. Hayden's brother, Dean of Students and the opportunities it
In this roughly sketched profile of the
\Villard Hayden, and the! cotrustees has for extending its counseling and guid- 1946 undergraduate, you have observed co-operating departments to enliven and Itheir liquidation waith foresight and with a
le foundation. This princely gift, the ance functions. Student activities and Isome of the special characteristics of the modernize their programs in the direction IIsense of fine responsibility to M. I. T.;
I
3st single gift received by the Institute student government were badly dis- Istudents nowt enrolled at the Institute. of the very latest technological develop- ithose who, frequently at personal sacrifice,
Iremained after the tumult and the shouting
· the Eastman benefactions, will cover rupted by the war and need a helping hand Taking the student body as a wbole, wev ments.
These Centers of Research appear to be Ito assist in the liquidation; and the staff of
ry large portion of the total cost of the in their re-establishment; the fraternities ifind that 3,000 of the 5,000 students are
a highly satisfactory answer to a problem our own Division of Industrial Cooperaling.
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued071 page S)
(Continued on page 8)
which has long confronted us and other ttion, who have managed all contractual
II I L
II
-I
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
institutions,
namely, that of handling those and business matters with prudence and
I
interests
which
reach outside the tradi- Ivigilance.
CHARLES HAYDENT M1IEMORIAL LIBRARY
I
tional
departmental
boundary lines and
11
.
.
.
.
I Irequire
the co-operation -of the specialists
-1~8~1
) and points of view of various
.artmcnts.I

Graduate Research
Reaches New High

I

Certain institutions have tried to meet
|Pthis problem by setting up special institutes; others have set u~p new departments. Both of these solutions seem to

l!

_46C1
_ ·

i8-~L~l~o

il

perfo Drive.'~I
MemorilA: t

its to be lacking in two desiderata, namely,
l| the mobilizin of the interested personnel
L~'··i,
~:;~~-~.;B"'~P~,~;;.~"·~·~PI`;~:;i"?
in various departments into a co-operative.
effort, while still recognizing each depart;~·-+r'-lr
.Hi .- ^., A
cnt's special interest in various aspects
of the program, and the full co-ordination
the research with the educational
~~·~i~l~'"~?-"L;~Q~e~4~wa~i~;~
1program.
I can best portray a Center of Research
by describing the two largest and newest
:~6~1~L`~
· b~·q·TCI~ 1 _F~T~
_
_I~r-of s1Ich centers wrhich have been estab-

wstoRy
~
building,
a
the Library wi~ll

be situt

ed onk~the land during the past year. One of these

is the Riesearch Laboratory of Electronics,
operated jointly by the Departments of
Physics and Electrical Engineering, with
the collaboration of other interested de!partments. The other is the lanboratory
forO Nuclear Science and Engineering,
-trepresenting an even wider distribution of
interest, since it involvecs the Departments of Physics, Chemistry, Electrical
Enlgineering, Me~tallurgy, INicchanical En- 7~_
= ~s 1 -~ssss
ginec
ering Chemical Engineering, Biology,
and others to a lesser degree. Each has a
director who administers the affairs of the
.,.·..1· ··.· ·?It
~~~~laborcatoryin such manner as (1) to weld
together the co-operating members of the
iis view of the Charles Hayden Memorial Library is an architect's impression of the facade various departments into a working unit,
,ill appear from Memorial Drive. A three-story building, the Library will be situated on the and (2) to provide the special facilities for
ront adjoining Walker Memorial and Building 6. (See map on page 3.)
(Continued mi page 2)

Total Personnel
Stands at 8,000
I

The transition to a peacetime program
has been more difficult because we are far
from halving returned to the scale of
operations typical before the war. To use
aI bzudgeta1 y index again, our current
annual budget of $I11000,000 is three times
Iour largest prezvar budget. In 1939-1940

we had at total paid personnel, including
staff and nonstaff. of l1,400. The current
I
year finds us with 3,000, over twice as
1
many.
Total personnel at the Institute,
including
students, staff, and nonstaff,
4
stands
this
fall at about 8,000, which is
1
equal
to
our
total personnel at the peak
1
of the war program. Since the end of the
war we have added 557 new persons to our
Iinstructional staff, of whom 57 have been
IFaculty
appointments. To house the
academic
activities of this large group,
i
we have found it necessary to occupy all
the wartime buildings, with the result
Ithat sve are using a plant - some of it
iitemporary -greater
by half a million
square feet than that available before the
war.
That these changes have thrown a great
burden on both the administrativre and
beaching staff needs no comment, but one
illustration will suffice. Before the war,
(Continued on page 2)
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Westgate Is First
Veterans' Project I

SYMBOL OF THIE INSTITUTE

Dormitory Capacity
Increased By Barracks

NTo. 2C;

Managing Board

General Manager .....
Business Manager ......

Tuesday, October 8, 1946
9

Ai

Claude W. Brenner, 2-47
Mains, 2-47I
IDonald
D.

In handling the influx of veterans, educational institutions have found the housAssociate Board
ing problem the most vexing and the most
John A. Cornell, 6-46
Murray Glauberman, 2-46
Louis F. Kreek, Jr., 10-47
difficult to surmount. The Institute is no
Beruardl Li. Geyer 10-47
David R. Herwitz, 6-46
Arnold 31. Singer, 10-47
Neorge A. Freuna, 2-48
exception; we are desperately short of I
adequate housing for both students and I
staff Assistants
WValter A. Lack, 6-47
Donald E MaoNair, Jr., 2-4 Y staff. For married students the Institute II
Marvln R. Brindis, 2-48
Daniel J. Fink, 10-47
has built with its own funds the village II
known as "Westgatc," which provides a
Editorial Board
Virginia H. Ferguson, 2-47 Paul M. Robinson. Jr., 10-46B hundred houses. This project, which I
Edfward L. Belcher, 6-46
Sidney L. Smith, 2-47
David G. Black, f-46
Norman N. Holland. 2-47
believe was the first veterans' project
Thomas F. Kelley, Jr., 6-46 Marvin Sparrow, 6-46
lieliardl A. Cleveland, 2-47
undertaken by an American college and I
Marvin W. Sweeney, 2-47
Peter L. Richman, 10-46
Stuart G. Farnwum, 6-46
which was designed and built under the II
Offices of The Tech
direction of our School of Architecture and
Businew-I -Rom 301, Walkerr
Sews and Editorial Room 3
Planning, is fully occupied. Its fine accomKlRkland
1881
Telephone:
Walker Mleuworial, Cambridge, Masa.
Telephone }ilkltland 188
modations are prized by those fortunate I
enough
to be living there and are eagerly
STUDENT SUBSCRIMPrON, $1.50 Per Year
by
a steadily lengthening waiting
sought
MAIL SUBSCRIPMTON, $2.00 Per Year
I

w

list.

-

But a hundred houses are far from
enough and we have availed ourselves of
FPHAhousing. Immediately west of Westgate, two-story naval barracks brought I
from Rhode Island are being rebuilt into
Membr
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADYK"TISING BY
Pssociated Allegie Dress apartments with accommodations for 180 I
National Advertising Service, Inc.
families. As provided by Congress, the
College Publisbert RipsesetiveDo
Abuts 0
NEW YORK. N. Y.
420'MADoIsON AVE.
government erects the building on land
1
ollJz;Sn
CHAICAO' BOStON ' Los AmozLis - SA rClISCcO
provided at the Institution's expense with
%-EAIUCWat! L~otm
necessary services, roads, landscaping, and
so on. This project is costing the Institute
Increase Necessary
$100,000, which cannot be recovered,
uwhile Westgate represents a capital investDue to Rising Costs
ment of $500,000, which is largely but not a
In August, I announced the Corporawholly recoverable if the project is occuIn our organization for student welfare,
pied ten years.
our Medical Department occupies a place a tion's decision to increase the Institute's;
Because the report which President Compton read at the Our demands are quite beyond the I of great importance, and I can report thatt tuition from M600 per academic year tocapacity of both these projects, and to I it is admirably equipped and staffed to $700, the increase to take effect with theannual meeting of the Institute's Corporation on October 7 care for the overflow our Housing Bureau, I meet the demands of 5,000 students. The3i opening of the summer term in 1947,in October a year ago, is daily infirmary has been substantially enlarged, This decision to raise tuition, as you ever
discusses many subjects of extraordinary interest and impor- established
achieving the impossible in finding accom- the outpatient department has been mod- know, was made reluctantly and only after
ernized, and to the psychiatric and dental rising costs made it unmistakably neces.
tance to students and their parents, THE TECH, in this special modations.
Rooms for single students are easier to clinics we have just added a fine eye sary. At the time the tuition was an.issue presents his report, complete except for appendices, as come by, but there still is a shortage. WNeclinic, established and endowed as a me- nounced, we estimated that our urnitper cent since 193-V
have purchased from the government one
'I expenses had risen 28
194Q. They are still rising, and we musof the temporary wiar buildings used by
a service to Technology's 5,000 students.
DOCTOR FARNSWORTH
the Rtadiation Laboratory and have concxpect this year, before the higher tuitions
President Compton's discussion of the complex problems I verted it into barracks by an expenditure
takes effect, to run a large deficit, amount.ing to several hundred thousand dollan'
of $120,000. This whill house 600 single 7
of redeployment following the war; standards of professional students, at a cost to the students of $3.15 I
Aside from the difficulties arising froma week. By careful doubling up, the capac- I
this present period of inflation, the Instieducation and improvement of education facilities, including ity of our permanent dormitories has been
tute has long-term financial problems
i
all
of
these
facilities
are
increased.
When
which must be squarely faced. Our pfr
the new Charles Hayden Memorial Library and other build- in full use, wve shall house on campus and II
mary need is for capital funds, both U.!
I
hollses
about
2,900
students.
in
fraternity
provide necessary and forward-lookim!
i
ing projects, and his sympathetic appreciation of the need
To this number should be added, of course,
new facilities, and to inerease our endoyvment. This past year endowment incomn`
for well-rounded student life, cannot help but bring to all the wives and children who are living in II
Westgate and will be living in W~estgate
was only 24 per cent of our total income
who read his report a better understanding of the Institute, West. On the basis of Westgate's birthin 1939-1940 it was 37 per cent. A larg
rate, the number may be expected steadily
1 increase in the Institute's capital resource
its professional standards and the interest of the adminis- to increase.
must be a major objective of the adminitration and Corporation during the perioc
tration in the welfare and advancement of its students. Total Personnel
just ahead.
In my remarks at the annual Alumr
(Continuedfrom page 1)
Technology's basic objectives of education, research and
Dinner last June, I expressed the feelin
about 1,000 new students were admitted
that our attention from then on must b
co-operation with government and industry, established to the Institute per year. Since July, 1945,
effectively focused on the new era befor
have been admitting approximately
1Us, and in this report I have sought t
when the Institute was founded eighty-five years ago, have we
1,000 students every four months, and Dr. Dana L. Farnsworth, the Institute
review the progress of the past year i
medical director
over
2,300 students have been admitted
stood the test of time and still constitute a firm foundation
terms of the future.
for the fall term just begun. Thus there I
In building for the future we have the
to the late William R.g Kales, '92,
for the future. Coming at a time of unrest and uncertainty has been about a fivefold expansion in morial
foundmation of the past. The basg
firm
admission and registration activities, and by his family. The opening of this new
of the Institute are as importan
objectives
series
of
in
a
long
marks
the
latest
clinic
in world affairs, Dr. Compton's report strengthens hope for these have been carried on in circumtoday as when this institution was foundeW.
Dr.
George
by
achieved
improvements
stances of unusual pressure and com'Morse, who retires on Jalnuary 31, 1947, eighty-five years ago. These objectivean era of peace and progress for all men.
plexity.
of education, research, and cooperatioIn terms of the prewar Institute wre after a quarter century of effective service
with government and industry have nm
by
He
is
succeeeed
and
students.
to
staff
have therefore undergone a substantial
only stood the test of time, but the deve'
becomes
the
who
L.
Farnsworth,
Dr.
Dana
expansion of our peacetime program.
Institute's first full-time Alcdical Director opment of our civilization has made theyear
involves
a
Part of this increase has come from new or
during
the
coming
agencies
Graduate Research
ever more important.
sum greater than the largest prewar continuing research financed by the and whose broad training and experience
Internally the institution is sound at,
have
and
psychiatry
in
internal
medicine
operating budget of the entire institution. government, our research budget this year
(Conztinuedfromn page 1)
vigorous; externally its reputation is high
contribute
him
to
equipped
admirably
From industry have come an increasing I being of the order of $5,ao0,000. The
We should therefore face the future wiL
research which may be desired by staff or number of fellowships and substantial most significant increase, however, has eomp ehensively to student welfare
confidence and a virile ambition for stof
the
wise
physithrough
the
techniques
stldlellts in any of these departments.
support of new teaching and research been in the size of our student body and
further improvement and achievemer:
Both of these Research Centcrs are programs, several of which I have de- in the resulting educational responsibility cian.
I
I
we have assumed. Our research nctivities
outgrowths of the great interest in and scribed earlier in this report.
The third feature of our educational are still important to the national defense
increased tempo of research resulting from
RECREATION
the war. Both are mainly supported by program which I shall mention has to do and welfare, but they are now geared to
very large funds provided by government with the greatly increased number of post- industrial as well as governmental needs,
and industry. Both likewise provide graduate students coming from the Army and are integrated with our educational
facilities for members of the staff of the and Navy for training in certain specialties. program. I wish in this report to give
Institute who have problems in these For many years we have co-operated with principal attention to this educational
fields. Both have, in addition, a staff of the Navy to provide the postgraduate program and to those aspects of our
I
administrative officers, research associates, education of the naval constructors and, operation
affecting the welfare of our
andl assistants, and the necessary shop more recently, the combined program for students
I
generally.
I
services. Both woill offer very great oppor- naval constructors and naval engineers
under the Bureau of Ships through an
ttinities to advanced students and staff.
DIRECTOR OF LIBRARIES
The Center of Analysis for the develop- arrangement with the Postgraduate School
ment and use of a wide variety of auto- at Anlnapolis. In addition to this, before
matic computing machines is the oldest of the war we had a few special military
our Centers of Research. In a somewhat students coming to study such subjects as
similar category, and more recent, are the torpedo design or fire control. Now, howSpectroscopy Laboratory, the Acoustics ever, and again as a result of the recent
Ljabo>ratory, the Instrumentation Labora- war experience, both services are sending
'r,
tory, the Servornechanisms Laboratory, greatly increased numbers of selected
Al
the Applied Mathematics Program, the young officers for postgraduate study in
Laboratory for Insulation Research, the educational institutions. The demands on
Industrial Rtelations section, and the us for such educational assistance to
Army and Navy have been heavy and
Research Ccnter for Group D~ynamics.
A second major new 'development in our well reasoned, and we have had to lim it the
programs of edcclation and research is the number admitted only because of the
greatly incrcwsced degree of interest andl importance of retaining an appropriate
co-operation on the part of industry andl share of opportunity for civilian graduate Professor John E. Burchard, under
the W ar andl N lvy depawrtment~s. The students to be trained for professional whose direction the Institute's library
wovrl sponlsoredl here by these outside careers in industry or education.
The Alumni Swimming Pool, one of the finest in the count
program is being developed.
Published every Friday during College Year, except during College Vacation
and the third week in October.
Entered as second class matter December 9, 1944, at the Post Office at Boston, Mass.,
under the Act of larch 3, 1879.
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Dr. D. Farnsworth
Heads Infirmary;
Eye Clinic Added
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and his staff, by the Faculty Committee About 2,300, or 80 per cent, of the unlderon the Library, by the architects of the graduates who 'were on leave of absence
(Continued from page 1)
building -Voorhees, Walker, F oley and for war service are now back, and we
In
planning
this
new
library
building
we
aSmith
-and by many outside con- expect ultimately to readmit nearly 100
President, Karl Taylor Compton
have conceived of it as serving a dual but tsultants. The Institute, in fact, has per cent of these former students. Since~
Vice President, James Rhyne Killian, Jr. consistent purpose. As the nucleus of our rparticipated in an interuniversity
study of lthe educational expenses of the veterans
Secretary, Walter Humphreys
departmental library system and itself a library construction, carried on under a are financed largely by the government,
The distinguishing hallmark of the InTreasurer, Horace Sayford Ford
great repository, it will provide the most tgrant received from the Rockefeller lapplicants have not been restricted by stitute has long been the high standard of
serviceable collection possible of advanced lFoundatio)n. We have good reason to financial considerations. The students, scholastic achievement it expects of its
research and teaching material in the ,believe that in this projected library we therefore, come from all walkcs of life, students and the teaching competence and
Life Members
scientific, engineering, and architectural Iare setting a new standard in university and for the first time we have a student imagination this standard of achievement
W. Cameron Forbes William C. Potter
disciplines to which the Institute is primar- .library housing and that the entire pro- body for which ability, preparation, require.. Are this standard and this comEdwin S. Webster Bradlcy Dcwey
ily devoted. In addition, however, it must gram reflects the judgment and foresight personality, and character have been the petence as of 1946 in line with our great
serve the humanities program and the .of the most experienced and forward- only requirements for admission.
Pierre S. du Pont
Henry E. Worcester
tradition? Are we still pioneering and
The postgraduate student enrollment advancing in educational method and in
Francis J.Chesterman I nonprofessional development of our stu- .looking people in the library field.
Harry J. Carlson
dents by offering them the maximum lWe are ready to proceed promptly with represents an increase of about 550 over the art of teaching engineering, science,
Gerard Swope
Willis Rt. Whitney
invitation to the many important fields of the construction of the Charles Hayden our pre-war Graduate School enrollment. and architecture?
Franklin W. Hobbs Gordon S. Rentschler thought and inspiration outside
our .Memorial Library just as soon as govern- The majority of these graduate students
Time will provide the only definitvee
Irequired
Joseph W. Powell Vannevar Bush*
curriculum. This concept. recog- .ment permission can be secured. Thus are being assisted by employment on answer to these questions, but I can report
this permission has been refused research projects or by appointment as that our Faculty in this period of readjustWalter Humphreys William Emerson
Inizes that the humanistic responsibility ,far,
of
the
;because
Institute's
of the priority given to the needs teaching abssistants. Some of our depart- ment and overload is aggressively occupied
Library
is
in
some
ways
Victor M. Cutter Ralph E. Flanders
even more far reaching than that of the .of veterans. We shall also announce in ments, in fact, have found it necessary to with the problems of educational policy
Albert H. Wiggin James M. Barker
libraries of the great liberal arts institu- .the near future a very distinguished increase their graduate student quotas in and of teaching effectiveness. It is acutely
John R. Miacomber Thomas C. Desmond tions.
appointment as Librarian to succeed order to get the assistants needed to aware that standards were forced down
Alfred L. Loomis* J. Willard Hayden
The Charles Hayden Memorial Library, ,Professor William N. Seaver, who retires handle the undergraduate enrollment. during the war by a decimated teaching
then, will be a great deal more than a on July 1, 1947, after long and effective Many of these graduate students have staff and by the year-round teaching proHarlow Shapley
Louis S. Cates
conventional library. It will house, for .service. It is most fortunate that our new had extensive experience in war labora- gram and that a special effort must now
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. Marshall B. Dalton
example, our departments in the social Ilibrary comes at a time when it can be tories or in teaching and are therefore be made to recover lost ground. It is also
Lammot du Pont
William S. Newell
sciences and the humanities so that they considered as a crowning achievement of highly competent to undertake teaching acutely aware of the magnitude of the
Frank B. Jcwett
Charles E.Spencer,Jr. will be contiguous to their libraries, which ,the hopes of our retiring Librarian and or research of a high order while they
problem involved in providing professional
Redficld Proctor
Robert E. Wilson
are in effect their laboratories. In addition Lat the same time can offer a new oppor- study.
instruction of Institute grade to 5,000
Of the 5,000 students, there are 267 students.
to this formal implementation of the .tunity for development by his successor.
Godfrey L. Cabot
Other Building Pro,;ects. While the from foreign countries. Because of the
Institute's humanistic program, the new
The recovery in standards is fortunately
lCharles
Hayden Memorial Library is the overwhelming demand of American veter- being expedited by the maturity and
library
will
seek
to
facilitate
the
student's
Special Term Mlembers
examination of various cultural heritages ,principal addition to our educational ans, we have had to limit severely our capacity of our student body. From all
Term Expires 1947, Willard H. Dow
which cannot find a place in the formal Lplant which has been planned and financed, acceptance of foreign students, although sides come reports from instructors that
Term Expires 1948, Phillips Ketchum
curriculum. The already large collection of .there are other projects of great impor- the demand from foreign countries has they have never had such responsive
recorded music possessed by the Institute tance. The new Gas Turbine Labora- steadily increased. In the later stages of classes or seen so many students of superior
Term Expires 1949, George A. Sloan
will be housed in carefully designed quar- .tory, made possible through grants from the war we might easily have filled our ability and serious purpose. During the
Term Expires 1950, Harry C. Wiess
ters in the new building as part of an five industrial companies, is now under student body with students from one or summer term, at a time when studying is
Term Expires 1951, Thomas D. Cabot
audio-visual center which will make construction concurrently with the mod- two foreign countries whose students were most difficult, the students achieved a
available all sorts of recorded sound as ,ernization and enlargement of the Sloan not restricted by the war, had not our notable academic record.
President of the Alumni Association
well as visual tools such as motion picture Automotive and Aircraft Engine Labora- Admissions Office planned foresightedly
Another factor that has expedited the
film. This center will be as modern as we tory made possible through a generous to conserve space for our own returning recovery of scholastic standards has been
Harold Bugbee
know how to make it, will provide a additional gift from Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. veterans and to provide space in the the rapid reassembly of our staff; we have
variety of sizes of listening and viewing ;Other new additions which are urgently foreign quota for students from Allied had fortunately few losses in senior personAlumni
Term
Members
facilities, and, on the formal side, will needed and for which we are now seeking countries.
nel. Moreover, we have been exceedingly
Terms
expire
June,
1947:
B.
Edwin
increase the facilities for instruction in ways and means incelude a hydromechanics
Obviously a student body of these fortunate in securing outstanding addilaboratory and towing tank for our De-I general characteristics and of such matur- tions to our staff, both to fill vacancies and
Hutchinson, Duncan R. Linsley, Richard modern languages and public speaking.
The library will also house some of the partment of Civil and Sanitary Engi-I ity, capacity, and determination is a chal- to provide for the larger student body.
L. Bowditch.
Institute's special museum collections, neering and our Department of NavalI lenge to our best efforts. Each depart- Taken either as a whole or department by
will serve as a graphic arts center, will have Architecture and Marine Engineering; an ment at the Institute fully realizes that department, and including the new and
Terms expire June, 1948: Francis A.
adequate exhibition space for arts and addition to our Metal Processing Labora- the orchestra of specialists making up our the old, I can say with pride and good COn.Barrett, Walter J. Beadle, Donald F. crafts, and will have a special map room tory to house a modernized and enlargedI Faculty must be tuned with precision and
science that this 1946 staff is unexeelled
Carpenter.
for our growing collection of maps -a machine tool laboratory for our Depart- conducted with inspiration to do justice anywhere in the world in professional comgroup of Technology Alumni under the ment of Mechanical Engineering; a to this audience, and for the past year petence, reputation, loyalty, co-operation,
Terms expire June, 1949: Harold B. aegis of the Boston Stein Club, having laboratorv for the growing program in they havte been recruiting, re-equipping, and industry. Given the proper facilities
it can without question meet the challenge
Harvey, Dr. W. Jason Mixter, Ellis W. already provided funds for the develop- nuclear science, and engineering; and a and rehearsing in preparation.
ment and embellishment of this map area. new building to house the Departments of
of the 5,000 students now assembled here.
Brewster.
And, finally, the library wvils undertake a Biology and Food Technology.
Another important factor has been the
New Dormitory
program of research in improved methods
foresight of our Faculty in planning for the
Ternts expire June, 19-50: Raymond of storing and organizing knowledge and
(Continuedfrom page 1)
present peak load. Three years ago, m
Stevens, Edward S. Farrow, Horace W. in other aspects of library service.
have many problems on which the Insti- the midst of war and in anticipation of posts
I could with enthusiasm give many more Veterans
tute might be helpful; the veterans have war overcrow-ding, the Faculty both
McICurdy.
(Continued from page 1)
details of this great new addition to our
problems requiring special attention; and strengthened and simplified our curricuplant, but I hope that I have suggested veterans and 3,700 are undergraduawtes opportunities on the part of the staff for lum after an extended study of our unnderTerms expire June, 1951: A. Warren enough of its function and the program the remaining 1,300 being registered for closer liaison with students need to be
graduate program - one of the earliest of
Norton, Frederick S. Blackall, Jr., Albert which is being conceived for it to indicate postgraduate degrees. The undergradu-f fully exploited.
the now numerous studies of educational
how important it will be in servicing and ates are almost evenly distributed among
The Secretary of the Advisory Council objectives and procedures undertaken by
J. Browning.
enriching our educational program. Thei the four classes, with the senior class on Athletics, Ralph T. Jope, '28, has like- American colleges. As a result of this
concept of the building and of the en- running slightly smaller.
wise called attention to the need for addi- study, some duplications and minor offerRepresentatives of the Commonwealth: larged library program was the result of
The new students, both veteran andt tional personnel to aid in the conduct of ings were eliminated, and subject sizes
His Excellency, Mlaurice J. Tobin, Gover- intensive studies initiated by the Corpo- nonveteran, represent a degree of selec- our athletic system and to help in meeting
were standardized, so that we were able,
nor; Hon. Fred T. Field, Chief Justice of ration's Visiting Committee on theI tion quite beyond that of any group evert the council's objective of ain expanded without significant educational loss, to rethe Suprene Court; John J Desmond, Library and carried through under theI before admitted. The 675 new freshmen iintramnural program.
duce by 20 per cent the number of subjects
direction of the Director of Libraries, who have just entered, for example, were
The great increase in student enrollment offered, with a consequent increase both
Commissioner of Education.
Professor John E. Burchard, by the chosen out of some 4,500 applications and makes these long-term proposals matters in instructional efficiency and in schedule
* On leave of absence.
Librarian, Professor William N. Seaver, many times that number of inquiries. of imnmediawte urgency.
flexibility. We should be unable to handle
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Thls map of the Institute Campus shows where the proposed additions will be situated. The new Dormitories, the Gymnasium,
the Charles Hayden Memorial Library, and the Nuclear Research Buildings are seen in this bird's-eye view of the grounds.
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The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
THE MASSACHUSE TTS INSTZITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY offers
the following Professional Courses:
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Architecture

City Planning

City Planning Practice

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
Chemistry
Food Technology
Food TechnologyFive Year Course
General Science
Geology

Mathematics
Options: Pure and Allied
Mathematics
Industrial Statistics
Physical Biology
physics
Quantitative Biology

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

A general view of Hcstgate, the housing development built by the Institute to provide homes for married vcterans
returning to complete their education. The 100 houses in Wiestgate cover nearly ten acres of land adjacent to the Institute's
educational buildings and have every convenience for simple and effective living. Fifty of the houses have an extra bedroom
and a separate kitchen for families with children. A feature of the equipment is a compact one-piece kitchen unit four feet
wide and two feet deep, which includes not only a four-burner gas stove with oven, but a refrigerator, sink, as well as drawers
and shelves for storage. These kitchen units in most of the houses are installed in a corner of the living room and have a
separate ventilating system to carry away cooking odors. When not in use it is enclosed by doors. The houses are heated by
gasspace heaters and have a hot-wvater storage system. They are insulated for comfortable living both in winter and in summer. All houses have screened porch.
I
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the counseling service of the Office of the
Dean of Students.
The recommendation which I made two
years ago that we provide a more centralized supervision of our instructional organization in the first two years is being
carried through by the Dean of Science,
Dr. George R. Harrison, under whose jurisdiction come a majority of the departments
concerned with instruction of freshmen and
sophomores. Under his chairmanship a
committee representative of these departments is facilitating co-ordination of subjects in the first two years and providing
the mechanism for constant appraisal of
teaching methods and quality of instruct
tion.
As the Faculty adjusts and tunes the
delicate and complex organization of our
undergraduate school, it is also looking
out in new directions. The new Department of Food Technology launched its
program during the year with financial
assistance from six industrial companies,
and the Department of Economics and
Social Science organized a nevw undergraduate program in Economics and Engineering. The Department of Metallurgy,
jointly with Chemical Engineering, undertook a new program in corrosion, and the
Department of Mechanical Engineering
transferred to Metallurgy its personnel
and facilities in metal processing, where
they are to provide the nucleus for a newv
program in mechanical metallurgy. As a
result of opportunities developed during
the war, we are organizing a new educational program in the field of gas turbines
and jet propulsion, and are giving much
greater emphasis to electronics and to
nuclear science and engineering, all of
which are certainly destined to occupy an
important place in the technology of the
future. Notable was the establishment of
our first adequately endowed chair, the
Sloan Professorship of Industrial Manawgement. Under the generous endowment
provided by Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., '95, this
professorship will be supplemented by
lectureships held by distinguished visiting
lecturers from industry.
In the administration of our educational
program, we had one major change during
the year. Dr. Edward L. Moreland, Dean
of Engineering since 1938, asked to be
relieved of this post as of July 1, 1946.
Fortunately he agreed to continue to give
part time to the Institute, and accepted
appointment as Executive Vice President
to act as consultant to the President and
Vice 'President and to assurner major
responsibility in certain specified areas.
To succeed him as Dean, we are happy in
the appointment of Professor Thomas K.
Sherwood of the Department of Chemical
Engineering, who brings to the administration of the School of Engineering wide
experience as an engineer and educator
and intimate knowledge of the Institute.
Behind all these many movres designed
to maintain and extend our educational
effectiveness is a reaffirmation of our faith
in the Institute's system of undergraduate
educations and of our conviction that in
science, engineering, architecture, andl
related fields a flourishing undergraduate
school, joined with a powerful graduate
school, bbst insures high educational standThis whole program is closely tied in with ards and creative scholarship.

5,000 students at the present time had not
the Faculty prepared for them by this
simplification of our curriculum. At the
same time our program in the humanities
was increased and strengthened, as I described in detail in my report of two years
ago.
Now that we have had a chance to observe some of the results of this experimental curriculum revision, it seems timely
to prepare to review them in accordance
with the stipulation made by the Faculty
when these revisions were adopted for the
immediate postwar period. The chairman
of the Facullty has press nted to the Facu.ty
Council a proposal for a fundamental review of our present emergency program
and, more importantly, a long-range study
of our entire educational policies and proceclures. This wouid be in line with past
praetice of periodicaliv re-evaluating our
educational objectives and methods. This
proposal is to be submitted to the Faculty
at ;ts regular October meeting.
If the proposal is adopted, as I trust
that it wrill be, it wvill be the responsibility
of this committee, with Faculty directive
and advice, to formulate the scope and
objectives of its study, but I tbink we can
anticipate some of the matters which it
will review: Do our admission requirements need revision, and can they be
better co-ordinated with programs in the
secondarv schools? Are we too specialized
in our undergraduate program in the upper
two ylears, and is our Course system the
most effective organization? Ns it now
possible to give a reputable and effective
engineering education in four years?
What should be the relative emphasis on
undergraduate and post-graduate education, and how should they be related to
each other? Have we swung too far in the
direction of theory as distinct from practice, or have we not gone far enough?
Have we yet allotted enough time for
humanistic studies? Do we require too
much routine and scheduled worki, leaving
our students too little time for self-development? No answers are presupposed to
these questions but the questions do indicate the comprehensiveness of the committee's assignment. Whether the committee recommends few changes in our
current program or makes proposal for
drastic rev;sion, it will have great importance in verifying and stimulating our
undergraduateeteahinging.
The Faculty is likewise giving attention
to the problems of student counseling, and
there is much of value to be done here.
Our system of registration officers, whereby
each class in each Course has assigned to
it every year a staff mernber who is available for consultation on programs, occupies a fundamental place in our student
counseling system. For many unavoidable
reasons this system deteriorated during the
war. With the present heavy student enrollment to handle, plug the extended
counseling needed by veterans, registration
officers need more time and assistance.
We are trying to provide both. Each department in its own way is developing a
better means of personal contact with students, and assigning special stpdent liaison
duties to carefully selected staff members.

Enrollment Statistics
In June, 1945, our civilian enrollment
stood at 1,100; this fall sees it exceed 5,000.
The official count for 1945-1946, taken on
July 30, 1945, was 1,538. This compares
with 1,198 in 1944-1945; 1,579 in 19431944; and 3,048 in 1942-1943. Of the
total for 1945-1946, 69 were women, of
whom 23 were in Chemistry. A total of
121 American colleges and universities
and 59 foreign institutions were represented by graduates studying at Technology. Thirty-four foreign countries
were represented.

Student Aid
The demands on the scholarship and
loan funds continued below normal. For
1945-1946, the totals were as follows:
undergraduate scholarships, $56,481, only
S1,000 greater than the year before: graduate scholarships and fellowships, $82,412;
loans to all students, $16,317, a figure far
below the S163,000 loaned in 1939_1940.
The Student Employment Bureau of the
Technology Christian Association placed
275 students in part-time jobs, and they
earned a total of S47,277, compared with
.S59,600 in 1940-1941.

Aeronautical Engineering
Building Engineering and Construction
Options: Heavy Conastruction
Light Construction
Business and Engineering Administration
Courses: Based on Physical
Sciences
Based on Chemical
Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Engineering Practice
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Options: Electric Power
Illumination Engineering
Electrical Communications
Electronic Applications

Electrical EngineeringCooperative Course
General Engineering
Marine Transportation
Mechanical Engineering
Options: General Mechanical
Engineering
Engineering Science
Automotive Engineering
Mechanical EngineeringCooperative Course
Metallurgy
Options: Metallurgy
Mineral Dressing
Meteorology
Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering
a

The duration of each of the above undergraduate Courses is
four academic years, with the exception of Architecture, Food
Technology (Five Year Course), Physical Biology, and the cooperative Courses in Electrical Engineering and in Mechanical Engineering, which extend over a period of five years and City Planning Practice which covers a period of six years. In addition to
the Bachelor's degree, the above five and six year Courses, sith
the exception of Architecture, lead also to the Master's degree.

i:

r

Graduate study, leading to the Master's and Doctor's degrees,
is offered in Ceramics and in most of the above professional
Courses.

f

A five year Course is offered which combines study in Engineering or Science, and Economics. This leads to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in the professional field, and to the degree of
Master of Science in Economics and Engineering or Economics
and Natural Science.

t

For information about admission, communicate with the
Director of Admissions.
The Catalogue for the academic year will be sent free on
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President Compton, Mrs. William R. Kales and Robert G. Kales, 928, at the dedication of the
William R. Kales Eye Clinic, latest addition to the Institute's medical service for students. In
the background is a portrait of Mr. Kales.

